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The Upper Sac Canyon Trail in 1862: 
From the Pit/McCloud Confluence to Mt. Shasta City 

By Eric Palmer 

 

Those of us who frequent the Upper Sac at Dunsmuir hold a 
strong affinity for that special, if not sacred land and its crystal 

clear Mt. Shasta spring fed water that supports the trout we seek. 

But what, we have to wonder, did that area look like in the 1860s? 

While at that time it certainly had felt the crush of heavy placer 

mining and settler activity, compared to today it was still relatively 

as virgin as a thousand years 
ago.   

How cool would it be to see 
that area through the eyes of an 

early adventurer with the 

passion and talent for 
documenting everything he saw 

in his journal and letters to a 

brother in the east. William H. 
Brewer did just that as the lead 

member (“Principal Assistant…”) 

of the first California Geological 
Survey team, which, from 1860 

to 1864 traveled fourteen-

thousand miles by mule and 
boot leather from below Los 

Angles to the Oregon border 

with many zigs and zags in 
between. The full trip is 

thoroughly documented in Up 

and Down California: The 
Journal of William H. Brewer1. I 

highly recommend the book for anyone interested in the history of 

                                       
1 Up and Down California…, was first published in 1930 and again in 1949 with a third 

and final printing in 1974 by the U.C. California Regents. It is readily available used 

on Amazon and eBay. 
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the period. For background on the origins of this geological survey 

and other members involved, click here. 

 

What follows is an excerpt describing the small party’s arduous 
trek across the Pit River, the McCloud, and then the Sacramento, 

and up the west side of the Upper Sacramento River canyon and 

past our favorite fishing holes, through today’s Dunsmuir, and 
finally to Strawberry Valley, or as we know it today: Mt. Shasta 

City. Their starting point would be about five miles below the Pit 

River arm of Lake Shasta from their overnight encampment at 
Bass’s Ranch, to be described later. The areas where they crossed 

the three rivers to reach the west side of the canyon are today all 

under water as you can see in the map below. 

 

In the words of William H. Brewer to his brother in the east: 

 

Approximate path of Brewer's company from below  
the Pit R. to the Upper Sacramento canyon. In 1862 the McCloud  
was a tributary to the Pit which then fed the Sacramento River. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/California_Geological_Survey
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2  

https://botany.org/Carnivorous_Plants/Darlingtonia.php
https://www.fs.usda.gov/recarea/stnf/recreation/recarea?recid=6577&actid=29
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3 This could have been today’s Tauhindauli Park in Dunsmuir, aka Upper Soda Springs, or one of several 

other soda springs farther up-stream and still within Dunsmuir. If the former, odd he did not mention 
Ross and Mary McCloud’s inn which was operating there at the time. 

An essential necessity of camp life.  
Hoffmann was the team’s artist who’s sketches  

documented all they saw since they had no camera. 
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At noon on Friday September 12, 1862, Brewer and his team would summit 

Mount Shasta, in spite of considerable local scuttlebutt that it was impossible. On 
reaching the top, miscellaneous household items were found proving that they 
were not the first. Led by an experienced guide, the path they choose is the one 

most commonly used today.  

Brewer continues describing their return trip south back down the river canyon 

on the very narrow single lane wagon toll road high above the river: 

 

 

                                       
4 Dogtown was the name of the original mining camp at today’s Delta, off the Vollmers/Delta I-5 exit, and one of 

most productive mining claims in the region in the 1850s. It later became a logging hub which the railroad 

renamed to Delta once the railroad was extended past that location in 1884. 

 
5 This crude toll road was likely the origin of State Route 3 and later Hwy. 99. Until 1933 it was merely an 

“improved road” (graded gravel) running from Redding to Mt. Shasta City and then to Oregon It was not paved 
until 1933 as automobile use became more common. 
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And, so ends William 
Brewer’s narrative of 
their trip up then back 
down the Upper 
Sacramento Canyon 
wagon toll road. Omitted 
were sections on their 
encounters with the local 
Wintu with observations 
that might be considered 
offensive by modern 
sensibilities, but were 
the norm of the time, 
even for the “enlightened 
and educated”, such as 
Brewer. 

 

Bass’s Ranch, their last 
and first encampment on 
this leg of their travels, 
was near Bass Hill at the 
approximate site of 
today’s Mountain Gate. 
This is located midway 
between Lake Shasta (the actual lake) and the small town of Shasta Lake just 
minutes south of the lake on I-5. If you stop at the Chevron Station just off I-5 on 
Old Oregon Trail Road, your last pit-stop heading north before the lake, you are 
very close to Mountain Gate and the former Bass’s Ranch across the freeway. John 
S.P. Bass was a local luminary of considerable stature at the time, who had also 
established the Bass Stage Station near his ranch, along with numerous other 
enterprises. 

 

William Henry Brewer, at the end of this four-year herculean effort, 

immediately accepted an offer of the position of Chair of Agriculture at the 
Scheffield Scientific School at Yale University, a position he held until retirement 
in 1903. Brewer went on to author several other books and spent time on lecture 

tours speaking of his California adventure. Born on September 14th, 1828, 
William Brewer died November 2nd, 1910 at the age of 82. 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Mountain+Gate,+CA+96003/@40.7143335,-122.3612387,13.75z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x54d2892cbd334a7b:0x8771af4c0f24f52d!8m2!3d40.71487!4d-122.336502
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Henry_Brewer

